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Abstract- Virtual reality has been
implemented in many fields recently
escpecially in education because its
capability to produce a virtual world and
take users to experience in different level
with lower cost. The users will interact
with the virtual world using their body or
some parts of body such us head, hand, or
voice. The problem of recognition
accuracy level is still a challenging
problem. This research is focused on
comparing head movement recognition
algorithms in a simple educative mobile
application. Accelerometer sensor and
RGB camera in Kinect are used to capture
five basic head movementsl nodding,
shaking, looking up, looking down, tilting.
Three different algorithms are used to
recognize the movement; backpropagation
neural network, dynamic time wrapping
and convolutional neural network. The
result reveals that accelerometer-based
dynamic time wrapping method is the best
method in recognizing the head movement
with 80o/, accuracy level, followed by
backpropagation neural network and
convolutional neural network.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Virtual reality could produce a virtual

world which has many virtual objects and
take users to interact using additional sensors
such as Kinect, Leap Motion or Intel Real
Sense to get experience in different level
with lower cost. This technology could bring
impossible experience (such as experiencing
ancient world or dinosaurs world), high risk
or high cost experience (such as

experiencing deep water, outer space or
operating human body) for various purposes;
education or game [3]. Based on sense of
presence, virtual reality has three types; non
immersive virtual reality, semi immersive
virtual reality and total immersive virtual
reality. First type uses traditional display
(such as personal computer or laptop) and
simple controller (such as mouse, keyboard)
or motion detection sensor. The cost is low
but it has limited field of range and sense of
immersive. Second type uses larger screen or
multiple projector (which projected in2Dl3D
view) and motion detection sensor. The cost
is high and it has distortion problem but
could give better immersive level. The third
type uses specialized device called head-
mounted display/HMD (such as Google
Cardboard, Samsung Gear VR or Oculus
Rift) to bring user to experience the virtual
world fully. It has full range of view that
makes user could explore the virtual world
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